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Chapterr 5 

Equil ibr iumm job search and 

genderr wage differentials in 

thee UK 

5.11 Introduction 

Thiss chapter brings the micro-econometric issues dealt with in the three 

previouss chapters together in a single modeling framework. The themes of 

workerr flows, unemployment durations, and the influence of wages on job 

choice,, are taken account of in the estimation of a general equilibrium job 

searchh model. A structural econometric setting is used to assess the im-

portancee of labour force behaviour in explaining gender wage differentials 

observedd in the UK amongst a young cohort of workers. 

Genderr wage differentials are pervasive across countries, ages, and skill 

groups.. The UK is no exception. Our sample from the British Household 

Panell  Survey (BHPS) reveals a female-male hourly earnings ratio of ap-

proximatelyy 75% for the early 1990's. This ratio is similar in magnitude to 

thosee found for the US and other developed countries. The gender wage dif-

ferentiall  in the UK has been declining in recent years, while the labour force 

participationn of women has continued to increase. 

Genderr wage differentials are often related to productivity differences 

betweenn men and women. However, in reduced form regressions observed 

productivityy differences rarely account for all of the observed differential. 

Thee remainder is often attributed to discrimination against women in the 
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labourr market. Another possible source of gender wage differentials is differ-

encess in job search behaviour between males and females. Search behaviour 

hass long been noted as a potential source of wage differentials. However, it 

iss difficult to quantify in a reduced form econometric setting. The advent 

off  equilibrium search models has allowed researchers to examine the role of 

searchh behaviour differences in determining wage differentials. For example, 

Bowluss et al. (2000) find that a large portion of the black-white wage differ-

entiall  in the US can be traced back to differences in job search behaviour. 

Withh respect to male-female wage differentials, Bowlus (1997) finds that one 

quarterr of the US male-female wage differential can be explained by search 

behaviourr differences across males and females. Our study of the UK closely 

followss the frameworks laid out in these two studies. 

Whilee there is evidence that search friction plays a role in determining 

wagee differentials in the US, there is also evidence that search friction levels 

varyy widely across countries. Thus one can not say a priori whether or not 

searchh friction plays a greater or lesser role in the UK labour market. In 

theirr cross-country study, Ridder and van den Berg (1999) find that, while 

thee level of search friction in the UK is more similar to that in the US 

thann to other European countries, the UK still exhibits more search friction 

thann the US. Thus one might expect that search friction may play a larger 

rolee in determining wage differentials in the UK than in the US. However, 

theirr study reveals nothing about differences between men and women with 

regardd to search behaviour. 

Somee of the differences in search friction across countries that Ridder 

andd van den Berg (1999) identify may well be related to differences in labour 

markett institutions and policies affecting worker and firm behaviour. For ex-

ample,, Ridder and van den Berg look at the role of minimum wage policies. 

Givenn the focus of our study on gender wage differentials, an important 

sourcee of differences in behaviour across countries may be differences in 

maternityy leave policies. In general the UK has a more generous legislated 

policyy that the US, which until recently had no national policy on family 

leave.. However, it is difficult to know how such policy differences may affect 

behaviourr and hence gender wage differentials. The US system is often in-

terpretedd as more flexible and less constraining to firms and may therefore 

reducee hiring frictions. In contrast, longer, legislated maternity leaves may 

alloww women to remain employed around the time of childbirth and thus 
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resultt in fewer exits to non-participation. In the model we present the latter 

wouldd result in higher wages for women. In support of this notion Rönsen 

andd Sundström (1996) find that the extension of maternity leave benefits 

inn Norway reduced the level of exits to non-participation around childbirth, 

andd increased the rate at which mothers return to work after childbirth. 

Wee attempt to examine differences in maternity leave policies between the 

twoo countries and their effect on behaviour. However, our results find littl e 

evidencee that maternity leave policies are a significant factor in determining 

thee differences we do find across the two countries. 

Theree is some evidence in the literature on female labour supply that 

longerr and more generous maternity leave provisions may not be unequivo-

callyy positive for women's economic status. Using Danish longitudinal data 

fromm 1980-1995, Gupta and Smith (2000) find indications that the extension 

off  leave policies in Denmark has had adverse consequences for the earnings of 

motherss relative to non-mothers and males. As well, governments and firms 

havee been known to use such benefits for their own interests. In Eastern 

Europe,, for example, laws extending maternity leave provisions allowed gov-

ernmentss to reduce unemployment statistics at the beginning of economic 

transition.. Forced maternity and family leaves (at low replacement rates) 

weree the underside of low unemployment figures in the Czech Republic, 

Hungary(seee Appendix B of this chapter) and Russia. The rapid elimination 

andd privatisation of enterprise-owned kindergartens in these countries neces-

sitatedd changes in the way young women combined work and family. While 

thee present analysis assumes that behaviour around childbirth is decided 

att the individual level, we are aware that firms and government also have 

ann interest in shaping these decisions. Given sufficient longitudinal data, it 

wouldd be possible to estimate whether or not extension of leave provisions 

hass had detrimental impacts on the earnings of mothers within the modeling 

frameworkk to be used in this study. 

Genderr differences in labour market behaviour, especially with respect 

too non-participation and child rearing, have long been studied in labour 

economics.. The literature documenting such differences for the UK is more 

recentt due to available panel data. Booth et al. (1999) use waves 1 to 5 of the 

BHPSS and panel probit models to examine the participation rate of males 

andd females in a longitudinal context. For individuals aged 18 to 55 at the 

firstfirst BHPS interview they find thatt the year-on-year persistence in paid work 
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propensitiess is higher for males than for females. This evidence indicates that 

femaless have less labour force attachment than males in the UK. Booth et al. 

(1999)) also find that the year-on-year persistence of non-work is higher for 

femaless than for males. A key determinant of these propensities for females 

iss household structure, in particular the presence of children. 

Thee Booth et al study establishes for the UK the existence of differences 

acrosss men and women in their labour market behaviour. In this chapter 

wee examine the role these differences and others play in determining gender 

wagee differentials. To do so we adopt the model and estimation methodology 

inn Bowlus (1997). Bowlus presents a three-state general equilibrium search 

modell  of the labour market and shows that within such a framework a 

higherr tendency to exit to non-participation by females wil l in itself result 

inn a gender wage differential. This is because the higher exit rate for women 

leadss to a lower reservation wage for women and lower wage offers from firms 

too women. The higher exit rate also prevents women from climbing the wage 

distr ibutionn via on-the-job search as fast as men. 

Inn addit ion to the large existing literature in both the US and the UK 

onn gender wage differentials (for recent examples see Wright and Ermisch 

(1991),, Elias and Gregory (1994) for the UK; Wellington (1993) and Blau 

andd Kahn (1997) for the US), there is also a growing l i terature in both 

countriess on the so-called "family gap". This gap refers to differences in 

wagess between women who do and those who do not have children. In both 

thee US and the UK, gender pay gaps are larger for mothers than non-mothers 

(Waldfogell  (1998)). 

Joshii  et al. (1999) examine the family gap for the UK, and look at 

howw continuity of employment around childbearing affects the future pay 

off  mothers. Using cohort studies of individuals born in a week in March 

19466 and a week in March 1958, Joshi et al. (1999) are able to look at what 

happenedd to the "family gap" as gender equality advanced in the UK and 

thee labour market was liberalised. A key result of this study is that women 

whoo exited the labour force for childbearing were paid less than childless 

womenn upon re-entry, whereas mothers who maintained their employment 

whilee having children were as well paid as childless women. Joshi et al. 

(1999)) find that, once the presence of children is controlled for in the model 

specification,, marriage or partnership does not appear to have a significant 

impactt on women's wages. These results, and similar findings by Waldfogel 
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(1998)) for the US, suggest strongly that the labour force behaviour of women 

aroundd childbirth may be important in explaining gender wage differentials. 

Onee aspect of the model used in Bowlus (1997) that we find unsatisfac-

toryy is the exogeneity of the decision to exit the labour force. However, in 

orderr to facilitate the comparison across countries, we do not augment the 

modell  and leave this for further research. Some features of the BHPS data 

doo enable us to extend the analysis further for the UK than Bowlus was able 

too do for the US. For example the BHPS contains a representative sample 

off  the population. Thus it is possible to focus on different age cohorts. In 

contrast,, Bowlus used the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY) 

andd was therefore restricted to a sample of young individuals just entering 

thee labour force after finishing their education. We can thus present esti-

matess for a wider and more representative age range for the UK. We also 

havee the potential to study the return of women to the labour force after 

ann extended period away. Further, the estimates stem from a more recent 

timee period. The BHPS starts in 1991, whereas the NLSY began in 1979. 

Finally,, we are able to use the BHPS data to provide some evidence on wage 

outcomess related to various labour market transition patterns. 

Ourr results show that there appear to be similar behavioural differences 

betweenn males and females in the UK and the US. For example, in both 

countriess females are more likely to enter non-participation at the time of 

aa family concern, i.e. birth of a child, than males. However, there are some 

differencess across the countries. The UK exhibits a much higher job-to-job 

transitionn rate than the US. The rate is so high that the model has difficulty 

inn reconciling it with the observed earnings distributions and in the end can 

nott match both. In essence with such a rate, the model would predict that 

firmsfirms would have very littl e monopsony power and that there should be very 

littl ee variation in wages. Workers would climb the wage distribution very 

quicklyy and earn their marginal product. We suspect that to some degree 

thee UK job-to-job transition rate is overstated in the BHPS. However, the 

differencee is so great that this is likely a significant difference between the 

twoo countries. 

Inn addition the unemployment rate for women in the UK appears to 

bee very low. So, while women have a greater tendency to exit to non-

participation,, this is offset by a lower tendency to exit to unemployment. 

Thuss the relative level of search friction is similar between men and women 
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inn the UK especially for higher educated workers. According to the model 

differencess in search behaviour explain one-third of the gender wage differ-

entiall  for lower educated workers, but only 14% for the differential for higher 

educatedd workers. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 highlights relevant as-

pectss of the British labour market and presents evidence from the BHPS 

onn important male-female differences in labour market patterns. Section 5.3 

givess a brief overview of the model and estimation methodology taken from 

Bowluss (1997). The estimation results for the UK are presented in section 

5.44 and compared to those for the US. Conclusions are given in section 5.5. 

5.22 The UK labour market 

Ourr study focuses on the early 1990's. The first year of the BHPS is 1991. 

Duringg this period, the UK experienced moderate unemployment rates, with 

aa high fraction of long-term unemployed amongst the non-employed (see 

Tablee 1.3 of Chapter 1). The OECD (1990) reports an unemployment rate of 

6.5%% for the UK in 1990. More than 45% of individuals unemployed in 1990 

weree long-term unemployed (that is, they had been unemployed for more 

thann one year at the time of interview), despite the fact that unemployment 

hadd dropped slightly since the late 1980's. 

Unemploymentt rates and durations differ substantially in the UK across 

demographicc and skill groups (Layard et al. (1991)). The female unemploy-

mentt rate at 5.1% was slightly lower than that of males at 6.8% in the spring 

19899 Labour Force Survey (LFS). Overall labour force participation rates for 

maless and females were 95.6% and 73.3%, respectively. Participation rates 

forr women in the early 1990's were very similar to those in the US. As in 

otherr industrialised countries, female labour force participation rates in the 

UKK are higher amongst more educated groups of women. 

Thee participation rate for women continued to grow during the 1990's. 

Duringg this period wage inequality increased substantially in the UK. The 

situationn for women had consistently improved over time, although in the 

earlyy 1990's a substantial gender wage gap still remained. In contrast with 

otherr European countries (see for example van den Brink (1994) for the 

Netherlands),, this gap was larger for part-time than full-time workers. The 

femalee to male full-time equivalent weekly earnings ratio in the 1991 BHPS 
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samplee was about 23% larger for full-time workers than for part-time earners. 

Severall  studies for the UK have looked at wage differences between part-time 

andd full-time workers (for recent examples see Makepeace et al. (1999) and 

Joshii  and Paci (1998)). 

Employmentt rates of young women in the United Kingdom compared 

favorablyy to those of women in other Western European countries at the 

beginningg of the 1990's. Employment rates of more educated women were 

similarr to those observed in the US in the 1990's, while they were substan-

tiallyy higher in the UK for O-level (highschool) educated women.1 On the 

otherr hand, non-participation rates of women in the 20-40 age range were 

farr higher in the UK than in Eastern European countries. The impact of 

factorss such as taxation structure, child care provisions, and the prevalence 

off  flexible working hours on female labour supply in Western Europe has 

beenn extensively analysed and modeled (see for example Heekman (1974), 

Hausmann (1980), Hartog and Theeuwes (1985), Hagenaars (1989), Groot 

andd Pott-Butter (1992), Gustafsson and Bruyn-Hundt (1991), Gustafsson 

(1992),, and Gustafsson and Stafford (1992)). This literature points to the 

largee effects of government policies toward families on the nature and ex-

tentt of women's labour force insertion. While policy provisions are outside 

thee scope of the current study, we make an international comparison of the 

distributionn of individuals across labour market states for this age group in 

Appendixx B. 

Likee many other countries, the UK has several government programs 

andd policies that directly affect the labour market. For example, the UK 

hass an unemployment insurance program, equal pay and affirmative action 

laws,, and mandatory maternity leave policies. In most respects the programs 

inn the UK are more generous than those in the US. Statutory limits on the 

timee in which women have rights to return to work following maternity leave 

havee been found by Gustafsson et al. (1996) to have effects on the length 

andd nature of labour market interruptions around childbearing. The UK's 

maternityy leave policy changed over the sample period of the BHPS. In 1991 

pregnantt women had the right to up to 40 weeks of maternity leave if they 

hadd completed two years of continuous employment by the beginning of the 

eleventhh week before the expected week of childbirth. With the adoption 

'Untill  recently, O-levels were the national, subject-specific exams taken by individuals 
att age 16. Following successful completion of these examinations, students were permitted 
too enter a 2 year A-level program which qualified them for university entrance. 
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off  the European Union standards in 1994 the maternity leave policy was 

augmentedd to include at least 14 weeks of leave for all women independent 

off  job tenure, and a compulsory 2 week period after the birth. Women in the 

UKK receive maternity leave benefits from national (social) insurance funds. 

Thuss the potential for longer maternity leave spells is greater in the UK than 

thee US where maternity leaves depend on firm policies and often consist of 6 

weekss of sick leave. Maternity leave perse is not covered by social insurance 

fundss in the US.2 

Inn both the UK and the US, firms are able to make private agreements 

withh their employees regarding maternity leave and other benefits. Prior to 

1993,, an estimated 40% of US women had explicit maternity leave provi-

sionss due to state laws, unions, or voluntary employer provisions (Waldfogel 

(1998)).. In the UK, Dex et al. (1996) have documented the fact that employ-

erss have increasingly provided for working mothers additional career-break 

schemes,, top-ups to maternity benefits, workplace nurseries, and flexible 

hours.. Given the prevalence of private arrangements in both countries, laws 

regardingg maternity leave entitlements tell only part of the story about the 

incentivess and constraints facing women when they decide to have children. 

Inn general, it is also to be expected that the replacement rate (the fraction 

off  a woman's salary she receives while on maternity benefits) will also have 

ann effect on her behaviour around childbearing. 

5.2.11 BHPS data 

Too examine the relationships between gender wage differentials, labour force 

participationn and unemployment rate gaps, and the labour market policies 

inn the UK, we use the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS). The BHPS 

iss the primary panel data source for the UK, and is a representative survey 

att the national level of all private households in the UK. The first wave 

waswas conducted in 1991 and we have data through 1998. The BHPS includes 

informationn on current labour market status, remuneration from work, tran-

sitionss made between interview periods, and the reasons for such transitions. 

Wee briefly describe our sample and its construction here. Further construc-

tionn details can be found in the data appendix. 

Ourr sample contains the stock of individuals present in the first wave of 

2Womenn in the US can now take up to 3 months of unpaid maternity leave without 

fearr of losing their jobs. 
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thee BHPS. Labour market status in the BHPS is based on self-definition. 

Too be in our sample individuals must have recorded being out of the labour 

force,, unemployed or working at the time of the 1991 interview. Thus stu-

dents,, those on government training programs, those who do not report a 

labourr market status, and those who have retired are excluded. As well, 

individualss who are observed to transit to retirement, training schemes, or 

higherr education are dropped from the sample. 

Wee restrict the age range of the sample to 20-40 years of age in 1991. This 

drawss in a considerably larger and more diverse group of workers than that 

usedd in Bowlus (1997) for the US. Here we have the advantage of being able 

too observe older women returning to the workforce after an extended period 

off  leave. Unfortunately, because of small sample sizes in the BHPS, we are 

nott able to restrict the age range further to conduct a more direct compar-

ison.. We do divide our sample into two education groups: those educated 

att the O-level and those with higher education. We consider individuals to 

havee achieved a higher education if they have completed a bachelor's degree 

orr higher, a teaching degree, or a nurse's qualification. This classification is 

roughlyy analogous to the "college graduates" of the Bowlus (1997) study. 

Individualss with O-level qualifications are those that passed at least one of 

aa set of subject-specific exams at age 16, and then stopped their education. 

Althoughh they are slightly younger, this group is comparable to the group 

off  "high school graduates" in the Bowlus study. 

Wee attempt to follow each individual in the sample through one full job 

cycle.. That is, we include information from the start of a job until the start 

off  the next job. We define a job spell as a continuous period of work for a 

singlee employer. Thus we use an employer-based definition instead of a task 

orr position-based definition. This definition is comparable with that used in 

thee NLSY and requires us to combine job spells in the BHPS that occur at 

thee same employer. 

Forr those who are employed at the 1991 survey date, we follow them from 

thee survey date until their job spell is censored or completed.3 A job spell 

cann be censored in the BHPS data for three reasons: the end of the sample 

period,, attrition from the sample, or the inability to link job spells across 

surveyy dates. A full discussion of the latter problem can be found in the data 

3I tt is not possible to follow them from the start of the job itself because in the initial 

19911 interview we only have information regarding the starting date of the current position, 

nott the starting date at the employer. 
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appendix.. If a job spell is observed to complete during the sample period, 

wee record the type of transition that takes place after the job spell. The 

transit ionn can take one of three forms: a job-to-job transition, a transition 

too unemployment due to job loss, or a transition to non-participation due 

too a family concern. If the individual makes a transit ion to unemployment 

orr non-part icipation we also record the length of the non-employment spell 

untill  the start of their next job or to the end of the sample period. For those 

whoo are not employed at the 1991 survey date we record whether or not 

theyy are unemployed or non-participants and then follow them until their 

non-employmentt spells are censored or they make a transit ion to employ-

ment.. If they do find employment we repeat the above procedure and follow 

themm through a full job spell cycle. As in the Bowlus (1997) study we only 

recordd the state at the start of t he non-employment spell and do not record 

transit ionss between unemployment and non-participation. This appears to 

bee possible in the BHPS data, but in actuality individuals under-record such 

transit ions. . 

Ourr t reatment of temporary absences from a job is different from that 

inn Bowlus (1997). Bowlus subsumed temporary lay-off spells of less than 3 

monthss into the job spell. This is preferred if one is trying to identify more 

permanentt separations and actual search activity. However, it is not possible 

too do this with the BHPS because we can not determine whether or not the 

individuall  returned to the same employer after an unemployment spell. Thus 

wee treat all lay-offs, no matter how short, as unemployment spells. Bowlus 

(1997)) also treats all employment spells with less than 20 hours per week 

ass non-employment. We are unable to conduct a similar t reatment on our 

samplee because hours of work are not recorded for all job spells in the BHPS. 

Thuss all job spells are treated as valid job spells. Our treatment of wages 

earnedd in part- t ime jobs is discussed below. 

Wit hh regard to materni ty leave absences from work we need to be con-

cernedd with the changes in the UK maternity leave legislation in 1994. Given 

thatt "old style" benefits were maintained, and more coverage was intro-

duced,, we would expect to observe more women taking maternity leave as a 

fractionn of total exits to care (non-participation or maternity) after October 

1994.. In particular, we would expect that individuals who had not attained 

twoo years of consecutive job tenure would be more likely to take maternity 

leavee in the new system. Under the European rules adopted by the UK, 
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allall working women are entitled to fourteen weeks of maternity leave, and 

aree required to take a minimum of two. Given that 58% of women in our 

samplee did not have elapsed job tenures of two years or more at the time 

off  exiting for caring activities, we would expect the new rules to have a 

largee effect. However, the BHPS data provide only limited evidence that the 

changess in the rules regarding maternity leave benefits in October 1994 had 

ann effect on the likelihood that working women choose maternity leave over 

non-participationn around childbirth. 

Tablee 5.1: Percentages of women in maternity leave, before and after changes 

inn maternity leave provisions. Individuals aged 20-40 in 1991 

autumnn 1993 

autumnn 1995 

mat. . 

1.2 2 

) ) 
1.0 0 

(-4) ) 

leave e 

O-level l 

family y 

27.6 6 

(1.6) ) 

24.2 2 

(1.6) ) 

care e mat. . 

2.09 9 

(.6) ) 

3.3 3 

) ) 

leave e 

higher r 

familyy care 

10.9 9 

(1.3) ) 

12.3 3 

(1.3) ) 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. 
Note:: Standard errors are in parentheses. 

Tablee 5.1 shows that there was no evident jump in the take-up rate of ma-

ternityy benefits in the year immediately after the implementation of the new 

maternityy leave provisions. While the fraction of O-level educated women 

onn maternity leave fell between autumn 1993 and autumn 1995, the fraction 

off  higher-educated women on such leave rose. However, the proportion of 

O-levell  women in non-participation for family reasons also dropped over the 

period,, while amongst higher educated women the level of non-participation 

rose.. It appears that higher-educated women are postponing the advent of 

children. . 

Tablee 5.2 shows that, both before and after the 1994 changes, maternity 

leavess were generally longer than forty weeks. Though the sample sizes are 

small,, and a majority of maternity leave spells are censored in our data, we 

findfind that most women take longer than the "old style" provisions when they 

goo on leave. This suggests that women who begin care spells in maternity 

leavee generally run out of financial support before returning to enterprises. 

Ass well, enterprises are not under obligation to take back employees for 
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Tablee 5.2: Maternity leave durations before and after 1994 changes, working 

womenn aged 20-40, fractions of individuals with spells in duration category 

22 weeks or less 

2-144 weeks 

144 to 40 weeks 

longerr than 40 weeks 

Before e 

1994 4 

.01(.01) ) 

.04(.02) ) 

.24(.04) ) 

.71(.05) ) 

Oct.16th h After r 

1994 4 

0 0 

.1(.06) ) 

.07(.05) ) 

.83{.07) ) 

Oct.16th h 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. 
Notes:: Above contains both censored and uncensored spells. Standard errors are in parentheses. 

whomm leave time has expired. Surprisingly, there is no tendency for women 

too take either exactly two (mandatory) or exactly forty weeks of maternity 

leave,, either before or after October 1994. 

Inn the estimation of the job search model, we adopt a similar procedure 

too that in Bowlus (1997) with regard to maternity leave spells. Maternity 

leavee spells that are shorter than 14 weeks are subsumed into job spells, 

whilee those that are longer are treated as non-participation spells. 

Tablee 5.3: Fraction of completed job spells ending in a quit (job-to-job tran-

sition)) reported under different methods of data coding 

codingg criteria 

(M—males,, F=females) 

reasonn for leaving 

subsequentt job status re port t 

M M 

.683 3 
(.027) ) 

.829 9 

(.022) ) 

O-level l 

F F 

.819 9 
(.027) ) 

.828 8 

(.027) ) 

higher r 

MM F 

.7566 .875 

(.027)) (.020) 

.7800 .880 

(.030)) (.024) 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. 

Too complete the job spell cycle we must determine how to code the 

transitionss after a job spell ends. For the most part this has been done 

inn the literature by using the observed spell following the job spell. That 

is,, if the observed spell is another job spell, then a job-to-job transition is 

recorded;; if it is an unemployment spell, then a job loss is recorded; and if it 
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iss a non-participation spell, then a family concern transition is recorded. It 

iss also possible to record the transitions using information provided by the 

respondentt on the reason why they left the job. Thus, if the reason is to take 

anotherr job, a job-to-job transition is recorded; if it is plant closure, lay-off or 

fired,fired, a job loss is recorded; and finally if it is maternity leave or family care, 

aa family concern transition is recorded. These two coding schemes do not 

necessarilyy give the same results. For example, some individuals report that 

theyy left their previous job due to job loss, but are observed to be employed 

att another job in the next spell. Thus they do not experience an intervening 

periodd of unemployment. As we must use the reason for leaving to code the 

non-employmentt spells into unemployment and non-participation, we have 

decidedd to also use this method to code the job-to-job transitions. As Table 

5.33 indicates this choice results in slightly lower job-to-job transition rates, 

althoughh only for lower educated males is the difference large. 

Finally,, we collect wage information for each job spell. We use the BHPS 

compositee of net earnings reported in the previous payment period, the time 

periodd that the previous payment period included, and the hours of work in 

thee previous period to construct a full-time equivalent weekly wage, based 

onn 37 hours of work per week. Individuals for which this information is 

missingg are not dropped from the sample, but only their non-employment 

durationss contribute to the estimation procedure. We convert wages to full-

timee equivalent levels so that wages reveal an hourly price and do not reflect 

labourr supply decisions that are not modeled. Alternatively, we could have 

usedd wages without correcting for hours of work, with the implicit assump-

tionn that firms offer workers monthly wages that they must accept or reject. 

Estimationn using uncorrected wages would likely lower the lowest observed 

wagess of women dramatically and would make the apparent male-female 

wagee differential for each education group much larger. Due to extreme out-

lierss in the data we trim the wage samples 5% at the top and bottom. 

Unfortunatelyy many job spells are missing information on hours and thus 

doo not have a wage associated with the spell. This is true of all job spells 

thatt occur entirely between two interviews. Surprisingly this affects a large 

numberr of spells. Thus, while we have wage data for most working individ-

ualss at the start of the survey in 1991, we are able to collect only limited 

4Thiss is a common practice in the estimation of search models, because it aids in the 

estimationn of the productivity parameters. 
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wagee information for many later job spells. We do try to impute wages for 

somee of these spells. This procedure is described in the data appendix. 

5.2.22 Desc r ip t i ve stat is t ics 

Beforee discussing the model and how the above data are used to estimate 

it,, we first examine the data and provide a brief overview of their salient 

features.. We are particularly interested in the differences in labour market 

behaviourr between males and females. Table 5.4 provides various sample 

statisticss of interest. 

Inn 1991 the sample contains individuals aged 20-40. Across the four 

groupss the mean age ranges from 29 to 31 years of age. As expected we 

findd a higher employment rate amongst men than women, and a higher rate 

amongstt higher educated workers. The fraction of respondents who are un-

employedd at the start of the survey in 1991 is much higher for men than 

forr women. Amongst men, unemployment is higher for the lower educated 

group.. Surprisingly, the female unemployment rate is quite low and does not 

varyy across the education groups. The remaining fraction of respondents is 

inn non-participation (denned as family care) at the start of the survey. This 

fractionn is effectively zero for both groups of men and is twice as high for 

lowerr educated women than for higher educated women. 

Thee employment and unemployment rates are similar to those found in 

nationall  unemployment surveys. Using the spring, 1989 UK labour force 

surveyy (LFS), the distribution of individuals across labour market states 

iss close for all four groups to what we find with the BHPS.5 Small differ-

encess may be attributed to the fact that the LFS uses an ILO-based (job 

search)) distinction between unemployment and non-participation, while in 

thee BHPS individuals self-describe their labour market state. 

Thee fifth row in Table 5.4 shows the mean residual duration of job spells 

thatt are ongoing at the time of the 1991 interview. That is, we have calcu-

latedd the average length of time spent in these jobs after the interview date 

accountingg for censored spells. On average employed men and women work 

2.55 to 3 years after the survey date before making a transition. For both ed-

ucationn groups males have, on average, longer job spells than females. The 

differencee between the sexes is less for the higher education group than for 

5Givenn that we have excluded the self-employed from our BHPS sample, we also exclude 

themm from our LFS calculations. 
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Tablee 5.4: Means of the BHPS stock sample from September, 1991 

(M=males,, F=females) 

meann age of individuals 

fractionn employed in 1991 

fractionn unemployed in 1991 

fractionn non-participating in 1991 

fractionn of censored job spells 

fractionn of completed job spells that end in a quit 

fractionn of transitions to non-emp. 

thatt begin in non-part. 
meann residual job duration of individuals employed in 

19911 (including censored) 

meann duration of jobs following a non-employment 

spelll  (including censored) 

meann non-emp. duration beginning in unemp. 

(includingg censored) 

meann non-emp. duration beginning in non-part. 

(includess censored) 

fractionn of censored non-employment spells 

(unemployment) ) 

fractionn of censored non-employment spells 

(familyy care) 

meann wages of individuals employed 

inn 1991(pounds) 

meann wage following 1991 non-employment 

spellss (pounds) 

modall  number of consecutive job spells prior to 

spelll  in 1991 

no.. of individuals in 1991 

O-level l 

F F 

29.3 3 

(5.3) ) 

.693 3 

(.01) ) 

.044 4 

(.01) ) 

.263 3 

(.01) ) 

.406 6 
(.02) ) 

.683 3 

(.03) ) 

.615 5 
(.04) ) 

150.22 2 

(4.59) ) 

84.34 4 

(11.89) ) 

60.98 8 

(8.43) ) 

146.06 6 

(5.15) ) 

.37 7 

(-05) ) 

.55 5 

(.03) ) 

137.09 9 

(1.61) ) 

143.54 4 

(5.40) ) 

1 1 

M M 

28.8 8 

(5.4) ) 

.888 8 

(.01) ) 

.105 5 

(.01) ) 

.007 7 

(.004) ) 

.524 4 

(.11) ) 

.819 9 

(.03) ) 

.036 6 

(.03) ) 

167.08 8 

(5.10) ) 

120.64 4 

(18.59) ) 
92.24 4 

(8.56) ) 

137.82 2 

(52.38) ) 

.35 5 

(.05) ) 
.67 7 

(.21) ) 

175.91 1 

(2.46) ) 

171.16 6 

(8.69) ) 

1 1 

higher r 

F F 

30.2 2 

(5.2) ) 

.831 1 

(.02) ) 

.040 0 

(.01) ) 

.129 9 

(.01) ) 

.300 0 

(.02) ) 

.747 7 

(.03) ) 

.705 5 

(-05) ) 

142.77 7 

(5.42) ) 

114.07 7 

(15.19) ) 

57.70 0 

(11.02) ) 

147.35 5 

(8.16) ) 

.24 4 

(.06) ) 

.56 6 

(.04) ) 

198.12 2 

(3.22) ) 

190.70 0 

(15.34) ) 

1 1 

M M 

31.1 1 

(5.1) ) 

.929 9 

(.01) ) 
.071 1 

(.01) ) 

0 0 

.373 3 

(.02) ) 

.872 2 

(.02) ) 

0 0 

--
149.96 6 

(4.81) ) 

105.27 7 

(26.62) ) 

71.76 6 

(8.02) ) 

.29 9 

(.05) ) 

236.49 9 

(3.55) ) 

163.87 7 

(14.52) ) 

1 1 

948 8 562 2 550 0 594 4 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. Notes: Standard 
errorss are in parentheses. All durations and wages are expressed in terms of weeks. Wages following 
unemployment,, non-participation and other job spells are imputed in some cases. 
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thee O-level educated. The next row shows the job spell means following an 

initiall  spell of non-employment. These are shorter than those at the start 

becausee of the fixed end date of the panel and are composed of fewer obser-

vations.. They reinforce the relationships of longer durations for males than 

femaless in the low education group and similar mean durations amongst 

maless and females in the high education group. The job spell data in the 

BHPSS have high censoring levels, especially for the O-level sample. 

Wee find a very high rate of job-to-job transitions in the data. The fraction 

off  completed job spells that end in a quit to another job ranges from 68% 

too 88%. This compares to figures ranging from 34% to 52% for the US in 

Bowluss (1997). Given that Bowlus was working with a younger sample, these 

differencess are quite astounding and indicate a significant difference in labour 

markett behaviour across the two countries. Across gender and education a 

similarr pat tern emerges in the UK as in the US. Men have a higher tendency 

too exit to another job than women. Higher educated workers are also more 

likelyy to make a job-to-job transition. 

Wi t hh regard to exits to non-employment, we see that almost no men 

exitt to family care, while a substantial fraction of women do. The fraction 

off  women exiting to family care is higher for higher educated workers. The 

greaterr tendency of higher educated females to exit to family care is not 

consistentt with the stock levels of non-participants found in 1991, but may 

indicatee a greater tendency of higher educated women to exit for family 

caree reasons when they are older. In comparing women in the UK with 

thosee in the US, we find that of those going into non-employment a far 

greaterr fraction of women in the UK enter into family care. In the US the 

percentagee was less than 20% (Bowlus (1997)). Again this may be related to 

thee older age group of the UK sample, but the difference is so large that it 

likelyy indicates a significant structural difference between the two markets. 

Relatedd to the transition to non-employment is the length of t ime spent 

inn each state. The mean duration of spells start ing in unemployment is 

shorterr for females than males in both education groups.6 On average women 

spendd a littl e over one year in unemployment while men spend close to 1.5 

years.. Wi t h respect to non-participation we find littl e difference across the 

6Heree we have included both the residual non-employment spells from the start of the 

surveyy and those that occur after a transition to non-employment during the course of the 

samplee period. This is done because of small sample sizes and because the model treats 

thesee spells as from the same distribution. 
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educationn groups for women with a mean duration of approximately 3 years. 

Thee sample sizes for men at less than 5 individuals are just too small to make 

anyy comment. Here again the censoring rates are quite high with higher rates 

forr lower educated workers than higher educated workers. 

Finallyy we turn our attention to wages. At the start of the sample period 

inn 1991 we find a substantial education premium as well as a gender wage 

gap.. Higher educated women earn on average 84% of the salary of higher 

educatedd men, while women with an O-level education earn 78% of the salary 

O-levell  educated men. Thus women appear to fare better in our sample than 

inn the national statistics for the UK. This is likely due to our use of full-time 

equivalentt wages. The second row of mean wages in Table 5.4 shows the mean 

wagess of those individuals who find employment after being non-employed 

inn 1991. We would expect the mean wage following a non-employment spell, 

eitherr unemployment or non-participation, to be lower than the mean of the 

cross-sectionn wage distributions. This is true for all of the groups except O-

levell  educated females. The means in Table 5.4 do not distinguish between 

individualss with and without children. For women in particular, the presence 

off  children in the household can be expected to have an important impact 

onn participation decisions. 

Tablee 5.5: Fraction of individuals with given demographic characteristics 

(M=males,, F=females) 

previouss exit for caring duties 

previouss maternity leave spell 

marriedd throughout job 

singlee throughout job 

married,, no children 

married,, responsibility for children 

single,, no children 

single,, responsibility for children 

M M 

.0014 4 

0 0 

.343 3 

.317 7 

.340 0 

.004 4 

.317 7 

0 0 

O-level l 

F F 

.593 3 

.189 9 

.371 1 

.207 7 

.094 4 

.277 7 

.164 4 

.043 3 

M M 

.0017 .0017 

0 0 

.414 4 

.279 9 

.414 4 

0 0 

.271 1 

0 0 

higher r 

F F 

.375 5 

.22 2 

.364 4 

.264 4 

.140 0 

.224 4 

.244 4 

.02 2 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. 

Forr women in particular, the presence of young children in the household 

iss known to be an important determinant of their labour market attachment 
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{Boothh et al. (1999)). At the macroeconomic level, changes in the participa-

tionn pat terns of women with young children are a major factor determining 

changess in UK unemployment figures over t ime. Evans (1998) finds that the 

falll  in the unemployment inflow rate of women with young children over the 

1984-19933 period is the main reason for the fall in unemployment rates for 

femaless over t ime. Evans argues that improvements in provisions for moth* 

erss returning to work after childbirth have reduced labour market frictions 

associatedd with women having young children. While the model we estimate 

iss stat ionary (thus implying that the history underlying the job transit ion 

processs is not relevant), it is nevertheless of interest to describe differences 

betweenn the four groups in the extent of their labour force attachment. In 

Tablee 5.5 we look at aspects of individuals' labour market histories that may 

bee expected to have an influence on their current labour market behaviour. 

I tt is evident that the less educated group of women generally has a 

historyy of stable less labour force attachment than the more educated group. 

Off  higher-educated females in our sample, 37% has had at least one spell 

off  non-part icipation since completing full-time education. Amongst females 

wit hh O-level education, 59% has had at least one spell. The mean reported 

lengthh of care spells in the working lif e history data is slightly longer for O-

levell  educated women than for their higher educated counterparts. As well, 

thiss less educated group of women is more likely to have children under the 

agee of 16 at the beginning of our panel.7 

Previouss labour market trajectories of individuals can be expected to 

influencee the wages they receive at the September 1991 BHPS interview. In 

Tablee 5.6 we look at the mean wages of women by previous work histories. 

Wee find that mean wages are greater for higher educated women who have 

previouss spells of non-participation for caring activities, while they are lower 

forr O-level educated women who have experienced such spells. For higher 

educatedd women in our sample, then, there does not appear to be a wage 

penaltyy for previous labour force exit, although these women may simply 

bee older (have more work experience). For the O-level educated group of 

women,, mean wages are found to be higher for those without children. The 

oppositee is true for the higher educated women. Given the result that higher 

educatedd women with previous labour force exits are generally earning more 

7Thee BHPS collects information about the age of all household members. However, it 

iss not known whether or not these are biological children of one or both parents. 
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Tablee 5.6: Mean wages of females by previous work history, 1991 stock 

meann wages 

withh previous caring spell 

withoutt previous caring spell 

withh children under age 16 

withoutt children under age 16 

marriedd individuals 

singlee individuals 

O-level l 

134.67 7 

(2.47) ) 

138.36 6 

(2.00) ) 

133.90 0 

(2.33) ) 
138.85 5 

(2.02) ) 

137.27 7 

(2.73) ) 

127.49 9 

(2.93) ) 

higher r 

197.32 2 

(6.60) ) 
196.82 2 

(3.37) ) 

209.35 5 

(5.55) ) 

190.86 6 

(3.497) ) 

201.87 7 

(4.93) ) 

190.75 5 

(5.23) ) 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. Notes: Stan-
dardd errors are in parentheses. Wages have been trimmed 5% at top and bottom of the wage 
distributions.. Wages are expressed in terms of pounds per week at full time equivalent. 

thann those without, there does not, appear to be a clear pattern across edu-

cationn groups. 

Itt is also of interest to compare the work experience of individuals in 

ourr sample by education and gender group. Looking at months of full-time 

workk experience since the completion of full-time education, it is clear that 

menn have much more experience than women, and that O-level educated 

womenn have more full-time work experience than higher educated women. 

O-levell  women have an average of 78 months of full-time work experience 

att the start date while O-level men have an average of 98. For the higher 

educatedd groups, the figures are 71 and 99 months, respectively. As well, O-

levell  educated females have, on average, significantly more part-time work 

experiencee than their higher educated counterparts, at 34 and 39 months 

onn average, respectively. This finding is consistent with the fact that O-level 

educatedd women generally stop full-time education at a younger age than 

thosee with higher education. Thus the less stable labour force attachment for 

O-levell  women (noted in Table 5.5) is tempered by their greater experience. 

Farr more women than men of either education group report having part-

timee work experience, and the mean cumulative part-time work experience 
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(forr those with any) is in both cases larger for women. In our sample 42% 

off  higher educated females reports previous part-t ime work experience, as 

doo 53% of O-level educated females. Amongst men, less than 10% of men 

off  either education group has any part- t ime work experience. While we are 

unablee to distinguish between part- t ime and full-time employment in the 

presentt study_Jthe BHPS does not contain information on hours worked 

forr spells that occur entirely between interviews), we are aware that the 

propensityy to undertake part-t ime work is a prominent aspect of behavioural 

differencess between the sexes. 

Finally,, we use the working lif e history spell files constructed by Brendan 

Halpinn to summarise work experience prior to the spell ongoing at the first 

BHPSS interview. These files show that higher educated females in our sam-

plee are more likely than O-level educated females to have had a previous 

materni tyy leave spell. Of O-level educated females 19% has had previous 

materni tyy leave spells, while 22% of higher educated females has experi-

encedd such spells. Given that more O-level educated women in the sample 

havee children, it appears that this result stems from the higher labour force 

part icipationn rate of more educated women. 

5.33 Model and estimation 

Givenn the many behavioural differences across males and females it is impor-

tantt to know if they have an effect on the observed gender wage differentials. 

Too study such effects we use the model and estimation procedure outlined 

inn detail in Bowlus (1997). Here we provide a brief overview of that frame-

work.. The search model used by Bowlus is a derivative of the Mortensen 

(1990)) general equilibrium search model. It contains three labour market 

states:: employment, unemployment and non-participation. Workers search 

forr jobs while employed and unemployed, but not while they are out of the 

labourr force. Thus to regain employment after a spell of non-participation 

onee must first re-enter unemployment. The following transit ions are allowed 

withi nn the model: employment to unemployment, unemployment to em-

ployment,, job to job, employment to non-participation, unemployment to 

non-part icipationn and non-participation to unemployment. The transit ion 

fromm non-participation to employment is not allowed. 

Thee parameters governing these transitions include: AQ, the job offer ar-
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rivall  rate while unemployed; Ai, the job offer arrival rate while employed; S, 

thee job destruction rate; 771, the arrival rate of a family concern (i.e. birth), 

andd 772, the exit rate out of non-participation. Following Bowlus (1997) events 

governedd by rj\  consist of family concerns that raise the value of non-market 

timee in the non-participation state such that all unemployed and employed 

workerss choose to exit to non-participation; 772 then governs the rate at which 

thiss value is lowered such that workers choose to return to unemployment 

andd resume searching for a job. The timing of these family concerns is ex-

ogenouss to the worker. The decision to exit is effectively suppressed as well. 

Inn our study of the UK labour market, such exits consist solely of caring 

forr family members, primarily children. It is likely that such decisions are 

nott exogenous, but rather that they depend on the current labour market 

statee and wage rate. However, to facilitate a cross-country comparison we 

maintainn the model in Bowlus (1997) and leave this important extension 

forr further research. We do provide some evidence on the validity of this 

assumptionn in section 5.4. 

Inn equilibrium workers adopt a state-dependent reservation wage strat-

egyy such that, while unemployed, they accept any wage offer above their 

reservationn wage , r, and, while employed, they accept any outside wage 

offerr higher than their current wage, w. The unemployed reservation wage 

iss solved for by equating the value of unemployment and the value of em-

ploymentt evaluated at r and is given by (Mortensen and Neumann (1988)): 

rr = b + («0 - «1) r \,J~n
F{Wl J dw (5.1) 

JJrr [1 + KI{1 -F(w))\ 

wheree b is the workers' value of non-market time while unemployed, 

F(w)F(w) is the wage offer distribution and «̂  = \{/(5 + 771), i = {0,1} . The 

parameterss «o and «i can be thought of as measures of search friction in the 

labourr market. A greater presence of search friction results in lower levels 

off  «0 and K\. The equation for the reservation wage reveals that r increases 

(decreases)) when the arrival rate of offers while unemployed (employed) 

increasess thus making unemployment (employment) more attractive. Note 

that,, if the arrival rates are the same, then r = b. 

Firmss maximise profits in this model by posting a wage. In equilibrium 

allall firms earn the same profit level, but because of on-the-job search, firms 

doo not offer the same wage. Some firms offer lower wages and consequently 
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havee high per worker profits but small labour stocks, while other firms offer 

higherr wages, and make up for low per worker profits with large labour 

stocks.. Via on-the-job search these high wage firms attract workers from 

thee lower paying firms. In equilibrium the wage offer distribution is non-

degenerate.. The lowest wage offered is r, as all offers below are rejected, 

andd the highest wage, WH, is less than the highest productivity level in the 

market.. Thus all firms have some monopsony power. Note that as on-the-job 

searchh becomes more effective, i.e. Ai increases, firms lose monopsony power 

andd the wage distribution collapses to the competitive price, and without 

on-the-jobb search, i.e. Ai = 0, all firms offer only r. If the market contains 

onlyy one firm type with productivity level P, profit maximisation implies 

thee following solution for F(w) (Mortensen (1990)): 

F(w)F(w) = 
11 + «1 1 + K] 

« 1 1 «1 1 

P-W P-W 

P~r P~r 

1/2 2 

,, r < w < WH (5.2) ) 

Becausee of on-the-job search the cross-section earnings distribution, G{w), 

iss not the same as the wage offer distribution. Over time workers move up 

thee wage offer distribution such that the earnings distribution lies to the 

rightt of the offer distribution. The earnings distribution is then given by the 

followingg formula: 

G(w)G(w) = 
F(w) F(w) 

ll  + / c i ( l - F H) 
(5.3) ) 

Genderr wage differentials can be generated in this model easily by al-

lowingg firms to post gender-specific wage offers. Then, if the arrival rate 

off  family concerns is higher for women than for men, women will earn, on 

average,, less than men. This occurs because the reservation wage for women 

wil ll  be less than that for men, so that the wage offer distribution for women 

iss shifted to the left of that for men. Also women will climb up the wage 

distributionn at a slower rate than men and hence an even larger earnings 

differentiall  will emerge. Of course, there can be other differences between 

maless and females that contribute to the observed wage differential. Only 

throughh estimating the model can these different forces be sorted out. 

Beforee turning to the estimation methodology we note that the homo-

geneouss productivity version of the model presented above does a poor job 

off  fitting observed wage data. Therefore we follow Bowlus et al. (1995), and 
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Bowluss et al. (2000) and estimate the model assuming discrete productiv-

ityy heterogeneity. A full description of the estimation methodology for the 

three-statee model is given in Bowlus (1997). Here we only briefly point out 

howw the structure of the UK data fits into this framework. Bowlus essentially 

dealss with a flow sample of unemployment, non-participation and job spells. 

Inn contrast, the BHPS starts with a representative stock sample. Thus the 

dataa we collect differ slightly from that collected by Bowlus for the NLSY. 

Thereforee the likelihood function must be modified. First, because we ob-

servee the stock of employed and non-employed workers, we collect the labour 

forcee state of each respondent at the start of the survey in 1991. The likeli-

hoodd of being in each of the three states - non-participation (family care), 

unemployment,, and employment - is, respectively, 

Pr(JV)) = - £ — , (5.4) 
771+772 2 

(m(m + m){° + m + A0) 

and d 

Pr(£)) = 1 - Pr(AT) - Pr(tf). (5.6) 

Second,, because we sample from the stock we have a stock sample of 

durationss - non-employment durations and job spells. This means that we 

havee over sampled long spells and must account for this in the log likelihood 

function.. As Bowlus (1998) points out stock sampled durations under the 

assumptionn of Poisson arrival rates are sampled from a gamma distribution 

whereass spells sampled from the flow are exponentially distributed. How-

ever,, we use only the residual portion of each spell. That is, the duration of 

thee spell after the survey date. With spells that have an underlying expo-

nentiall  distribution, residual durations are also distributed as exponential.8 

Thuss the job spells in our sample (residual and flow) are distributed expo-

nentiall  with parameter Ai( l — F{w)) + <$ + 171. The non-employment spells 

aree also distributed as exponential with the parameter depending on the 

BThiss result is particular to the exponential distribution. 
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statee (non-participation or unemployment) at the start of the spell. Spells 

(residuall  or flow) that start in unemployment are exponential with parame-

terr Aor?2/(1?i +772) while those that start in non-participation are exponential 

wit hh parameter Anr72/(A0+771 + 772)- Note that 772 is identified only if the mean 

durat ionn of spells start ing in non-participation is larger than the mean du-

rationn of spells start ing in unemployment. As shown in Table 5.4 this holds 

t ruee for the UK data. 

Third,, again because of stock sampling, the wages from the 1991 sur-

veyy are sampled from the cross-section earnings distr ibution instead of the 

wagee offer distr ibution. Thus these wages are distr ibuted according to g (w), 

thee probability density function (pdf) of G (w). while those accepted from 

unemploymentt are distributed according to f{w), the probability density 

functionn (pdf) of F (w) . Finally, we enter into the likelihood function the 

transit ionss workers make following the completion of their job spells. These 

transit ionss can take three forms: employment to non-participation, employ-

mentt to unemployment and job-to-job . The transition probabilities are, 

respectively, , 

Pr(EPr(E -  N) =  m . ., (5.7) 
SS + T)I + Ai( l - F(w)j 

WW -* U) = j + „ | + A i ( 1 _ f M ) . (5-8) 

and d 

ri(Eri(E ]E) M l - F M ) r 5 9 ) 
Pr(E-+E)-Pr(E-+E)-66 + ^ + h { 1 _ F { w ) ) . (5.9) 

Thee final likelihood function is then the product of all the above compo-

nentss after appropriately dealing with the censoring of durations. We follow 

Bowluss et al. (1995) and Bowlus et al. (2000) and use simulated annealing9 

9Thiss is a procedure for global optimisation which distinguishes between local optima. 

Inn our estimation, the routine picks wage cuts for each firm type, then considers the implied 

fitfit  of the data to the model. Rather than searching over all possible combinations, this 

subroutinee stops when a set of wage cuts is found which satisfies the model's specification of 

thee relationship between wage cuts and other firm-specific parameters, and which satisfies 

ann optimal stopping rule (see Szu and Hartley (1987)). Recall that each firm type offers a 

uniquee set of wages, and that the wage distribution is discontinous at the wage cuts. 
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too handle the discontinuties in the log likelihood function due to the form 

off  the wage distribution. We refer the reader to these studies for details. 

Wee also follow Bowlus (1997) by estimating only a two-state model for each 

malee education group. As shown in Table 5.4 so few males are in the family 

caree state or exit to the family care state that this simplification has littl e 

effectss our results. We estimate the model separately for males and females 

forr both education groups - higher education and O-level education. For 

allall four groups we find that we need five firms types to fit the wage data 

well.. We then compare the estimated parameter values across population 

subgroups,, and to those obtained by Bowlus (1997) using the NLSY. We 

alsoo examine the fit of the model and conduct several 'thought' experiments 

byy analysing the effect on the gender wage differential of changing various 

parameters. . 

5.44 Estimation results 

Thee parameter estimates for the four subgroups are shown in Table 5.7. For 

thee O-level education group we find the following relationship across males 

andd females. First, females have a much higher job offer arrival rate while 

unemployed.. Thus females are exiting unemployment almost twice as fast as 

males.. Such a high exit rate for females helps to keep their unemployment 

ratee and mean unemployment duration low. Second, females and males ex-

periencee similar offer arrival rates while employed, while males have a much 

greaterr chance of having their jobs being destroyed. This would put females 

att an advantage in terms of search friction levels if not for their high rate 

off  entrance into non-participation. The exit rate to non-participation for fe-

maless is even larger than the job destruction rate for men and thus overall 

femaless exit firms to non-employment at a faster rate than men. These differ-

encess result in females facing less search friction while unemployed (KQ) than 

maless but more while employed («i). Since n\ is the parameter combination 

thatt enters the wage offer and earnings distributions, this difference between 

maless and females helps to explain the presence of the wage differential. The 

factt that females exit to non-participation lowers their reservation wage and 

hinderss their movement up the wage distribution. 

Searchh friction, however, is not the whole story. We see that females also 

have,, on average, a lower average productivity level. The firms hiring females 
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Tablee 5.7: Parameter estimates for arrival rates under three state model 

(M= = 

Ao o 

A! ! 

6 6 

Vi Vi 

V2 V2 

K.Q K.Q 

Ki Ki 

male, , F=females) ) 

meann firm prod. 

meann worker prod. 

r r 

LL L 

O-level l 

M M 

.0082 2 

(.0007) ) 

.0052 2 

(.0006) ) 

.0014 4 

(.0001) ) 

--
--
--
--
6.0502 2 

(.5461) ) 

3.8442 2 

(.5160) ) 

187.08 8 

265.40 0 

100.83 3 

-4373.47 7 

F F 

.0195 5 

(.0017) ) 

.0058 8 

(.0006) ) 

.0006 6 

(.00001) ) 

.0015 5 

(.0001) ) 

.0040 0 

(.0003) ) 

9.5215 5 

(.8664) ) 

2.8210 0 

(.2960) ) 

157.65 5 

210.09 9 

83.00 0 

-7009.64 4 

h h 

M M 

.0137 .0137 

(.0011) ) 

.0080 0 

(.0008) ) 

.0018 8 

(.0001) ) 

--
--
--
--
7.7090 0 

(.6956) ) 

4.5341 1 

(.5069) ) 

246.62 2 

361.32 2 

114.79 9 

-5162.34 4 

gher r 

F F 

.0212 2 

(.0024) ) 

.0084 4 

(.0009) ) 

.0008 8 

(.0001) ) 

.0012 2 

(.0001) ) 

.0057 7 

(.0007) ) 

10.5801 1 

(1.2668) (1.2668) 

4.2000 0 

(.5272) ) 

208.63 3 

299.73 3 

97.87 7 

-4815.55 5 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. Notes: Asymp-
toticc standard errors are in parentheses. 
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havee a mean productivity level that is lower than those hiring males, and 

thee difference is greater across workers in the cross-section. Thus the model 

iss not able to explain the full gender wage differential through differences in 

searchh behaviour; productivity differences play a role as well. Finally we find 

that,, as expected, the reservation wage is lower for females. However, this 

findingfinding is only consistent with the model if females have an implausibly low 

valuee of non-market time. Since females have a much higher level of K0 than 

maless and «o raises the reservation wage , one would expect (given similar 

productivityy distributions) females to have a higher reservation wage than 

males.. Offers are arriving so quickly while unemployed that they should be 

pickier.. The value of K0 is so high that the only way the model can explain 

thee reservation wage strategy of the females is to give them a negative value 

forr b. 

Withh respect to higher educated workers we find a similar pattern. Fe-

maless again have a higher job offer arrival rate in unemployment than males. 

Theyy also now have a slightly higher job offer arrival rate while employed. 

Theirr job destruction rate is lower, but they have a very high exit rate to 

non-participation.. Together these two exit avenues result in a higher exit 

ratee to non-employment for females. They have a much higher value of K0 

thann males, but a slightly lower value of «i. The female reservation wage is 

lowerr than the males and here again the model has to give the females a low 

valuee of b to explain the low value for r. As the values of «i are very similar, 

searchh friction is expected to explain littl e of the gender wage differential for 

thiss education group. The model must therefore attribute the differential to 

differencess in productivity, giving females a much lower average productivity 

level. . 

Thesee results differ somewhat from those found for the US by Bowlus 

(1997).. The most surprising result is perhaps that the UK education groups 

displayy lower levels of search friction than their US counterparts. This may 

reflectt age differences but appears to be connected to the very low rates 

off  job destruction found in the early 1990's in the UK. With respect to 

genderr differences there are other differences as well. In particular, Bowlus 

(1997)) found that males in both education groups, high school and college 

graduates,, faced lower levels of search friction (higher values of «o and K\) 

whilee unemployed and employed. The lower level while unemployed thus 

contributedd to the explanation of a lower reservation wage for females. For 
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highh school graduates this difference occurs because, unlike in the UK, both 

Aoo and A] are lower for females than males. It occurs for the college gradu-

ates,, because even though XQ and Ai are higher for females, as in the UK, 

thee difference is not large enough to counter the females higher exit rate 

too non-employment. Thus the two countries display similar orderings across 

maless and females with respect to the different arrival rates, but the ratios 

leadd to different conclusions regarding search friction. 

Thee levels of the rates also vary across the countries. For example, lower 

educatedd workers in the US (high school graduates) display much higher 

jobb offer arrival rates while unemployed and employed than lower educated 

workerss in the UK (O-level educated). For males the difference is two times. 

However,, the US workers also display much higher job destruction rates -

onn the order of four t imes greater for males and even more for females. In-

terestinglyy the exit rate to non-participation for females is similar for this 

educationn level across the countries. Some of the differences found between 

thee US and Canada may reflect the difference in ages across the two subpop-

ulations.. I t may be difficul t for older individuals to locate new jobs, while 

youngerr individuals may face more job uncertainty and therefore higher exit 

rates.. Wi t h respect to the groups with higher education, we find that again 

thee US job offer arrival rate while unemployed is higher than that for the 

UK.. The rate while employed is slightly higher in the UK. The job destruc-

tionn rate is also much higher in the US while for females the exit rate to 

non-part icipationn is lower in the US. Female college graduates in the US exit 

too non-part icipation at half the rate of higher educated females in the UK. 

Followingg Bowlus (1997), we decompose the gender wage differential into 

componentss at t r ibutable to: (i) reservation wage differences, (ii)  differences 

inn K\ values, and (iii)  differences in the productivity profiles facing the 

sexes.. For higher educated workers, we find that 6.2% of the difference be-

tweenn male mean earnings and female mean earnings {as calculated by the 

model)) is due to differences in reservation wages . A further 7.9% is due to 

differencess in the KI values, while 85.9% is due to differences in the pro-

ductivityy distr ibut ions facing each group. For O-level educated workers, the 

contributionn of differences in search frictions to gender wage differentials 

iss much larger. We find that 9.1% of gender wage differentials can be at-

tr ibutedd to reservation wage differences, 26.6% is at tr ibutable to differences 

inn the K\ values, and 64.3% attr ibutable to differences in the productivity 
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distribution. . 

Thee components of the wage differentials due to Ki values and those due 

too reservation wages may together be considered the search contribution 

too wage differentials. About 14% of the gender wage differential amongst 

thosee with higher education in the UK can be attributed to differences in 

searchh behaviour. Amongst O-level individuals, about 36% of wage differ-

encess between the sexes is attributable to search behaviour. These results 

contrastt with the US results in that we find large differences between ed-

ucationn classes in the importance of search in explaining gender wage dif-

ferentials.. In contrast, Bowlus (1997) finds that, for both high-school and 

college-educatedd Americans, 20-25% of the gender wage differential can be 

attributedd to search differences. 

Tablee 5.8: Averages predicted by the model 

(M=male,, F=females) 

weeklyy wage, earnings dibn 

weeklyy wage, offer dibn 

non-emp.. length, unemp. at start (weeks) 

non-emp.. length, nonpart. at start (weeks) 

unemp.. rate 

nonpart.. rate 

job-to-jobb transition rate 

O-level l 

M M 

179.00 0 

141.07 7 

122.04 4 

--
.142 2 

--
.497 7 

F F 

138.50 0 

115.43 3 

70.24 4 

320.82 2 

.069 9 

.271 1 

.449 9 

higher r 

M M 

249.04 4 

181.08 8 

73.18 8 

--
.115 5 

--
.521 1 

F F 

199.58 8 

152.35 5 

56.91 1 

232.36 6 

.071 1 

.172 2 

.510 0 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. Note that wages 
aree trimmed at both extremes by 5%. 

Wee turn now to examining how well the model fits the UK data. Table 

5.88 shows averages predicted by the model that can be compared to those 

fromm the data shown in Table 5.4. The first row shows the mean wage from 

thee earnings distribution. These predicted means should be compared to 

thee mean wages of the stock of employed workers in 1991. The model is 

ablee to capture mean earnings levels fairly well except for the case of higher 

educatedd males. For that group the model overestimates the mean by over 

100 pounds. With respect to mean wage offers, the model in general predicts 

lowerr means than those observed in the data. Of course, we expect the 

meann wage offer to be lower than the earnings mean. However, the large 
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gapp in the means predicted by the model stems from the relatively high 

valuess of K.\ . That is, with small levels of search friction the model predicts 

thatt agents are able to move up the wage distribution quickly over time. 

Thereforee the distance between the wage offer distribution and the earnings 

distributionn is relatively large. This is, however, not entirely consistent with 

thee differences between these two distributions observed in the data, and 

reflectss the model's inability to match both wage distributions. 

Ann examination of the predicted durations of non-employment and the 

unemploymentt and non-participation rates reveals several patterns. For males 

thee predicted mean unemployment durations are similar to those observed 

inn the data (if you combine the different means given for non-employment 

spellss in Table 5.4). The model is trying to balance several features including 

thee length of the unemployment durations, the high censoring rates, the low 

unemploymentt rates, and the very low exit rate out of jobs to unemploy-

ment.. As it is, the predicted unemployment rate is higher than the observed 

ratee for both groups of males. Amongst females the predicted mean dura-

tionss of spells starting in unemployment are also close to those observed in 

thee data albeit somewhat high for O-level females. For both groups the pre-

dictedd means for spells starting in non-participation are higher. The model 

iss trying to match the very low female unemployment rate observed in the 

data,, and the high non-participation rate. The model is able to match the 

highh non-participation rate but predicts an unemployment rate that is too 

high. . 

Thee model is not able to match the very high job-to-job transition rates 

observedd in the data for any of the four groups. The observed data generates 

job-to-jobb transition rates on the order of 0.7 to 0.9 while the model is 

onlyy in the range of 0.5. This is because the model can not reconcile the 

observedd high job-to-job transition rates with the other observed features of 

thee data. In order to generate job-to-job transition rates that are this high 

thee model needs very high K\ values. Even for O-level females, who have 

thee lowest job-to-job transition rate, the value of K\ needed is 19. For the 

otherr groups the value increases exponentially ranging from 55 for higher 

educatedd females to 2972 for higher educated males. Such levels of search 

frictionn essentially imply a competitive labour market and thus predict that 

alll  workers should be earning the highest productivity level. Job durations 

att lower wages should be relatively short. As this is not the case in the data, 
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thee model is forced to move away from such high values of «i and therefore 

iss unable to reproduce the observed job-to-job transition rates. 

Givenn these rates are so much higher than those in the US, we investi-

gatedd an alternative UK data source to determine whether this was a feature 

particularr to the UK labour market or an artefact of the BHPS data. Using 

thee UK LFS we find a job-to-job transition rate that is slightly lower than in 

ourr BHPS sample, but higher than that found in the NLSY.10 This implies 

thatt our data overstate the degree of job mobility in the UK. Given the lack 

off  an employer-specific code in the BHPS, it is not possible to merge multi-

plee spells with a single employer unless an individual reports a promotion. 

Thuss the model may be doing a better job of fitting the main features of 

thee UK labour market than is evidenced here. Our Ai and «i parameters 

aree below those estimated by Ridder and van den Berg (1999) for the UK 

usingg aggregate data indicating our estimates are still plausible. 

Nextt we repeat the exercises in Bowlus (1997) and ask what are the 

meann wages for females under various different scenarios. Before discussing 

thee results we note that technically when resolving the model under different 

parameterr settings one should take into account the change in the reservation 

wage.. However, as we have already noted the model has a difficult time 

reconcilingg the reservation wage for women with the observed wage and 

transitionn data. We find that the reservation wage is very sensitive to changes 

inn the parameters, and often takes on implausible values. Therefore the 

resultss we present in tables 5.9 and 5.10 hold the reservation wage constant 

att its current level. For each case we do note what the model would predict 

regardingg the reservation wage change and its effect on the mean wage. 

Tablee 5.9 contains the thought experiment results for O-level educated 

workers.. The first thought experiment asks what happens to females if they 

aree faced with the same search friction levels (the same K'S) as males. Here 

thee mean wage offer increases slightly while the mean earnings level of fe-

maless increases a lot. This reduces the gap between average earnings of males 

andd females by 27%, due to the increase in K\. However, if we would have 

allowedd the reservation wage to adjust, the mean wage offer would actually 

10Thee spring 1989 UK LFS contains information on labour market status in the year 

priorr to the interview, current labour market status, and the elapsed duration of current 

labourr market spell. Although we do not have a full retrospective work history for the 

1988-19899 period, we are able to calculate an upper bound on the job-to-job transition 

ratee of .72. 
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Tablee 5.9: Thought experiments for individuals with O-level education 

maless females females females females 
withh male with 77] = with male 
K'SS 0 P's 

KK0 0 

«1 1 

R R 
meann wage offer 

meann earnings 

meann worker prod. 

meann firm prod. 

monopsonyy power 

6.0502 2 

3.8442 2 

100.83 3 

141.07 7 

179.00 0 

265.40 0 

187.08 8 

.2157 7 

9.5215 5 

2.8210 0 

83.00 0 

115.43 3 

138.50 0 

210.09 9 

157.65 5 

.2345 5 

6.0502 2 

3.8442 2 

83.00 0 

118.07 7 

149.26 6 

222.96 6 

157.65 5 

.2212 2 

34.5465 5 

10.2352 2 

83.00 0 

124.71 1 

197.31 1 
275.84 4 

157.65 5 

.1905 5 

9.5215 5 

2.8210 0 

83.00 0 
130.05 5 

161.54 4 

250.33 3 

187.08 8 

.2821 1 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. 

havee fallen and mean earnings only increased slightly. The large drop in KQ 

wouldd have resulted in a large decrease in the reservation wage, a decrease 

too an unrealistically low level of 34 pounds sterling. 

Thee second thought experiment sets rj\  to zero. This increases both KQ 

andd K\ dramatically, causing a large increase in the mean wage offer and an 

evenn larger increase in mean earnings. Under this scenario mean earnings for 

femaless is actually higher than that for males. With respect to changing r the 

largee increase in KQ would result in a substantial increase in the reservation 

wagee to 135 pounds. This reservation wage value is so high that the lowest 

productivityy firm type would no longer be able to afford to hire any workers. 

Thiss results in even larger increases in mean offers and earnings. 

Thee final case considers changing the firm productivity distribution of 

thee females to that of the males. This results in the largest increase in the 

meann wage offer of all the thought experiments. Mean earnings also increase 

substantially.. This indicates the importance of productivity differences in 

determiningg the gender wage differential for this group. Allowing the reser-

vationn wage to adjust in this last case would result in an upward adjustment 

too 101 pounds. Under this solution the mean wage offer for females would 

bee 138 pounds and the mean earnings level 166. 

Tablee 5.10 contains the same scenarios for higher educated workers. Be-

causee of the similarity in K\ values across the sexes, changing to the male 
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Tablee 5.10: Thought experiments for individuals with higher education 

maless females females females females 
withh male with T)\ = with male 

/Co o 

Ki i 

R R 
meann wage offer 

meann earnings 

meann worker prod. 

meann firm prod. 

monopsonyy power 

7.7090 0 
4.5341 1 

114.79 9 

181.07 7 

249.04 4 

361.32 2 

246.62 2 

.2464 4 

10.5801 1 

4.2000 0 
97.87 7 

152.35 5 

199.58 8 

299.73 3 

208.63 3 

.2475 5 

K'S S 

7.7090 0 
4.5341 1 

97.87 7 

153.18 8 

203.49 9 

304.51 1 

208.63 3 

.2443 3 

0 0 

25.8506 6 

10.2619 9 

97.87 7 

160.40 0 

254.04 4 

366.99 9 

208.63 3 
.2179 9 

P's s 

10.5801 1 

4.2000 0 

97.87 7 
173.04 4 

240.14 4 

356.18 8 

246.62 2 

.2857 .2857 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. 

levelss does not increase mean wage offers or earnings significantly. If the 

reservationn wage were allowed to change, the drop in «o would result in a 

large,, implausible decrease to 54 pounds, and a drop in both means. Setting 

7711 to zero increases both «0 and K\ substantially. For the case presented 

inn the Table 5.10, the increase in «i increases the mean wage offer slightly 

andd has even more of an effect on mean earnings. In fact mean earnings for 

femaless is now higher than that for males. As in the case for O-level females, 

iff  one were to allow the reservation wage to respond, the large increase in KO 

wouldd result in a reservation wage value of 204 pounds such that the lowest 

productivityy type could not afford to pay. In this case, the reservation wage 

wouldd increase so much that both the mean wage offer and mean earnings 

levelss for females would be higher than those for males. The final scenario 

indicatess the importance of productivity differences in explaining the gen-

derr wage differentials. If females are given male productivity parameters, the 

meann wage offer and mean earnings increase substantially. This reduces the 

genderr wage gap. Allowing the reservation wage to increase to 122 pounds 

inn this case would essentially eliminate the gap. 

Thee model estimated above does not take into account the possible rela-

tionshipp between a woman's wage and her labour market behaviour around 

childbirth.. Whereas the probability of exit for a personal concern is consid-

eredd to be exogenous to the current wage, microeconomic theories of labour 
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supplyy would predict otherwise. In particular, women with higher wages 

shouldd be less likely to exit to non-participation, and more likely to take 

maternityy leave , when a personal concern arises. There is some empirical 

evidencee suggesting that this is the case in both the US and UK. Ermisch 

(1989)) estimates the elasticity of female participation with respect to wages 

att .69-.87 in the UK, and Hotz and Miller (1988) estimates an elasticity 

off  1.23 for the US. Table 5.11 suggests that, for higher educated women, 

thosee who have higher wages are less likely to exit the labour force with 

thee advent of a child. However, for O-level educated women this does not 

appearr to be the case at the mean. Comparing the fit  of models with and 

withoutt endogenous exits to non-participation would allow clarification of 

thee relative importance of this phenomena. 

Tablee 5.11: Mean wages of females by response to a personal concern 

O-levell  higher 

noo exit for personal concern 
noo maternity leave 
maternityy leave 
noo exit for personal concern 
exitt for personal concern 
noo maternity leave 

Source:: authors' calculations using the British Household Panel Survey 1991-1998. Notes: Standard 
errorss are in parentheses. Wages are trimmed 5% at top and bottom of the wage distributions. 
Wagess are expressed in terms of weeks, and come from both the 1991 stock of jobs and the flow 
intoo jobs over the sample period. 

Ass well as the issue of the endogeneity of exits to non-participation 

aroundd childbirth, the present model does not take account of the rela-

tionshipp between fertility decisions and a woman's wage. In our model, the 

adventt of a child is modeled as a stochastic process. The landmark theoret-

icall  work of Becker (1960) on the issue of economic decisions surrounding 

fertility ,, spawned a generation of empirical work on female labour supply 

andd fertility (see for example Browning (1992), Schultz (1978), as well as 

Hotzz and Miller (1988), and Ermisch (1989)). Tommaso (1999) develops a 

structurall  model of labour force participation, fertility, and wages, and es-

timatess it for Italy. A general result of existing empirical investigations is 

thatt estimates of the elasticity of fertility with respect to the wages of fe-

136.4115 5 

(1.69) ) 

133.0611 1 

(15.30) ) 

151.3056 6 

(7.73) ) 

195.369 9 

(3.843) ) 

247.681 1 

(31.574) ) 

189.1614 4 

(21.11) ) 
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maless and their partners tend to vary much more widely than estimates of 

participationn elasticities. For the UK in 1989, Ermisch (1989) estimate elas-

ticitiess of fertility with respect to the female wage that vary between -0.26 

andd -1.01. As Becker (1960)'s work predicts, Ermisch (1989) finds that there 

iss a positive relationship between the wages of a woman's partner and her 

fertilit yy decisions. Despite the fact that theory and evidence points to the 

endogeneityy of fertility decisions, we are not optimistic about being able to 

endogenisee fertility decisions within a general equilibrium job search frame-

work.. Whereas the present model does not allow for a relationship between a 

woman'ss wage and her fertility decisions, it is doubtful that modeling these 

decisionss as entirely dependent on her wage would provide a better fit  to the 

data.. As well, the Burdett-Mortensen style job search model cannot easily 

bee adapted to take into account factors such as accumulated wealth, or the 

labourr market status of other household members. While we are optimistic 

aboutt the feasibility and usefulness of extending the model to endogenise 

exitss to non-participation, we are less so about endogenising fertility deci-

sions. . 

5.55 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter, many of the empirical issues analysed in the previous chap-

terss using reduced-form models were brought together in a structural frame-

work.. The role played by job search behaviour in governing gender wage 

differentialss in the UK was investigated. Search behaviour differences across 

maless and females were found to account for a significant portion of the 

genderr wage differential for O-level educated workers, but not for higher 

educatedd workers. For both groups, productivity differences play the largest 

rolee in determining the gender wage gap. Differences in reservation wages 

alsoo play a somewhat minor role, although these differences are difficult to 

reconcilee within the context of the model. We also find that eliminating ex-

itss to non-participation for females results in a substantial increase in their 

meann earnings levels. 

Ourr comparison of the UK results with those for the US from Bowlus 

(1997)) indicate cross-country differences as well. Surprisingly, the measure 

off  search friction is lower for the UK than the US. This is despite higher job 

offerr arrival rates in the US, and results from a much lower job destruction 
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ratee in the UK. As well, the levels of search friction vary more across edu-

cationn groups in the UK than they do in the US. We also observe a much 

higherr exit rate to non-participation for higher educated women in the UK. 

Wee surmise that some of these differences may be related to the age differ-

encess in the two samples and to the difficulties we encountered in the BHPS 

dataa with respect to merging job spells over time. 

Theree are two areas of interest that we wish to pursue in the future. 

Thee first is dealing more satisfactorily with part-time work. Blau and Kahn 

(1995)) find that far more women work part-time in the UK than in the US 

(45%% versus 24%). Here we have treated all job spells as the same regardless 

off  hours worked per week. Bowlus (1997) also ignored the part-time issue 

byy treating spells with low hours as periods of non-employment. Given the 

largee fraction of females employed part-time, this appears to be an important 

factorr that may contribute to some of the observed differences between the 

USS and UK reported here. A related concern is the finding by Blau and 

Kahnn (1995) that a larger proportion of part-time workers are married in 

thee UK than in the US. This highlights the important interaction between 

maritall  status and labour market behaviour. The second issue is related to 

thee decision to exit to non-participation. In the UK higher educated females 

stayy in non-participation for a shorter period of time than lower educated 

women.. The reverse is true in the US. In contrast, higher educated women 

inn the UK are more likely to enter non-participation than higher educated 

womenn in the US. We anticipate that extending the model to endogenise 

exitss to non-participation at the time of childbirth may help to better explain 

thee labour market behaviour of women and these cross-country differences. 

5.66 Appendix A: Data description 

Thee British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) was designed to answer socio-

economicc questions on topics including the relationship between health changes 

andd unemployment, the effects of lif e events on socio-economic values, life 

cyclee variation in income, and returns in the labour market to training and 

education.. The initial sample for Wave One of the BHPS consisted of 8167 

issuedd addresses drawn from the Postcode Address File. Interviews were at-

temptedd with all private households found at these addresses. The waves 

thatt follow include all adults in all households containing at least one mem-
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berr who was resident in a household interviewed in Wave One. The BHPS 

iss representative at the national level of private households in the UK. 

Individual-levell  questionnaires {administered to all adults) include in-

formationn on current labour market status, remuneration from work, transi-

tionss made between interview periods, and the reasons for such transitions. 

Thee BHPS makes use of the practice of "feed forward", in which interview-

erss are given information about the labour market status of respondents 

inn previous years for the purpose of clarifying apparent contradictions in 

responsess across waves. 

5.6.11 Sample restrictions 

Individualss must be either non-participants, unemployed or working in the 

19911 BHPS interview in order to be included in the sample. Thus students, 

thosee on government training schemes, those who do not report a labour 

markett status, and those who have retired are excluded. As well, individuals 

whoo are observed to transit to retirement, to training schemes, or to higher 

educationn before being censored or completing a job cycle are dropped from 

thee sample. Finally, we select individuals who have at least one work spell 

sincee completing full time education. 

Inn the NLSY sample used in Bowlus (1997) the mean age of high school 

graduatess is 18.7 years, and of college graduates 23.9 years. The BHPS 

samplee is older, with the mean age of all four groups about 30 years in 

Septemberr 1991. Whereas 10% of the NLSY sample of high school educated 

individualss is married at the start of their jobs, about one third of our sample 

iss continuously married throughout the 1991-1996 period. 

Ann employment spell is defined for our purposes as a continuous pe-

riodd of work for a single employer. Although promotions within enterprises 

aree considered as separate spells according to the question scheme of the 

BHPS,, we do not consider internal enterprise mobility here. Direct job-to-

jobb transitions in the BHPS spell file were merged if no employer transition 

tookk place. We considered only direct transitions between jobs at different 

employerss as separate spells. 

Whereass the NLSY interviewing procedure allows individuals to discuss 

multiplee jobs in which they may be engaged, the BHPS collects job transi-

tionn information for only one primary job. In practise this should not cause 

comparabilityy problems between the NLSY and BHPS results, since Bowlus 
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(1997)) only focuses on primary jobs. 

5.6.22 Creating spell files 

Inn September, 1992 BHPS interviewers collected information from individ-

ualss on all employment status spells from leaving full t ime education to the 

datee of interview. In the following year's BHPS interview, information was 

collectedd on all jobs held since leaving full-time education. To learn more 

aboutt the work history of the individuals in our sample, we make use of 

aa composite file of these two information sources. This fil e is one of many 

constructedd by Brendan Halpin at the University of Essex using information 

fromm the BHPS. 

Althoughh job and non-employment spells that ended prior to September 

19911 are not used in our estimation of the three-state Burdett-Mortensen 

model,, the work history information is used to test the validity of the as-

sumptionss behind the model. Prom the composite lif e job spell and work 

statuss files, we extract variables relating to the total part- t ime and full-time 

monthss worked since completing full-tim e education, total t ime spent in full -

t imee caring activities, and previous maternity leave spells. For more on the 

reliabilityy of the working lif e history information in the BHPS, see Dex and 

McCullochh (1997). 

I tt is not possible to compute full-tim e equivalent weekly wages for all 

individualss who complete an employment spell in the data. Due to the fact 

thatt hours of work are not reported for individuals who complete job spells 

entirelyy between spells, it is not possible to use the wages reported for these 

spellss in the analysis. In cases where we know the wage received at the 

intervieww immediately following such a spell, we use the interview-date wage 

too impute the missing wage. 

I tt is well known that individuals make errors in reporting the timing of 

changess in labour market status (and in the reporting substantive transi-

tions)) , that lead to apparent inconsistencies in reporting over years of inter-

views.. For example, an individual being unemployed for one month in one 

interview,, and twelve months later that the current job has been held for 15 

months.. Despite the practise of "feed forward" in the BHPS (mentioned pre-

viously),, there are still some substantial differences in year-on-year records 

off  the t iming of labour market transitions. 

I nn our construction of the spell files, we treat such apparent recall errors 
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(referredd to in the literature as a "seam problem") according to a rule, and 

assumee that the report of labour market status changes closest to date of 

thee transition is the correct one. If the reports of the start date of a given 

spelll  vary by more than three months across subsequent interviews, the 

individuall  is censored at the date of the earlier interview, and only spells 

observedd up to this date contribute to our likelihood. If the inconsistency in 

reportss of labour market status is less than three months, the individual is 

nott censored, and the date of the labour market transition is on or about 

thee start date of the earlier interview. 
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5.77 Appendix B: International comparison 

Thee following tables provide international comparative statistics relating to 

womenn of the same age and education as those in our BHPS sample. 
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Tablee 5.12: Percentages of employed females on maternity leave, individuals 

agedd 20-40 

educationall  attainment higher secondary 

Easternn Europe 
Czechh Republic, 1994 

Slovakia,, 1995 

Slovenia,, 1994 

Hungary,, 1993 

Poland,, 1994 

Westernn Europe 
Spain,, 1993 

Unitedd Kingdom, 1989 

France,, 1997 

22.0 0 

2.4 4 

7.8 8 

14.1 1 

1.5 5 

1.6 6 
2.2 2 

4.0 0 

20.0 0 
4.9 9 

5.8 8 

15.5 5 

2.3 3 

.9 9 

2.2 2 

3.4 4 

Source:: authors' calculations using national labour force surveys. In the Czech Republic and 
Hungary,, the maternity leave classification includes family leave. 
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Tablee 5.13: Comparing labour force participation rates across countries, in-

dividualss aged 20-40 

females s 

E E 

Easternn Europe 

Czechh R. 1994 

Slovakia,, 1995 

Slovenia,, 1994 

Hungary,, 1993 

Poland,, 1994 

88.9 9 

85.1 1 

93.7 7 

91.2 2 

86.1 1 

Westernn Europe 

Spain,, 1993 

UK,1989 9 

France,, 1997 

68.0 0 

82.4 4 

81.5 5 

Northh America 

USA,, 1990 

Canada,, 1997 

81.7 7 

85.4 4 

U U 

2.0 0 

4.6 6 

3.8 8 

2.0 0 

3.4 4 

21.6 6 

3.6 6 

8.9 9 

2.4 4 

4.6 6 

university y 

N N 

9.2 2 

10.3 3 

2.6 6 

6.8 8 

10.5 5 

10.4 4 

13.9 9 

9.6 6 

15.9 9 

10.0 0 

E E 

97.7 7 

97.6 6 

93.6 6 

94.0 0 

93.8 8 

79.0 0 

96.4 4 

84.7 7 

94.2 2 

92.6 6 

males s 

U U 

1.4 4 

2.2 2 

4.5 5 

3.6 6 

4.8 8 

14.8 8 

2.4 4 

8.1 1 

3.0 0 

5.0 0 

N N 

.8 8 

.3 3 

1.9 9 

2.3 3 

1.5 5 

3.0 0 

1.2 2 

1.8 8 

2.8 8 

2.4 4 

basicc secondary 

females s 

E E 

81.9 9 

63.3 3 

85.3 3 

77.6 6 

62.6 6 

37.8 8 

74.6 6 

74.0 0 

65.5 5 

64.7 7 

U U 

5.4 4 

14.7 7 

8.1 1 

8.6 6 

17.1 1 

23.8 8 

6.4 4 

11.2 2 

5.1 1 

9.5 5 

N N 

12.7 7 

22.0 0 

6.6 6 

13.8 8 

20.4 4 

38.4 4 

18.9 9 

14.8 8 

29.3 3 

25.8 8 

E E 

95.3 3 

83.7 7 

84.1 1 

77.4 4 

81.3 3 

70.2 2 

94.2 2 

83.8 8 

86.4 4 

78.5 5 

males s 

U U 

3.8 8 

15.4 4 

12.1 1 

16.2 2 

13.4 4 

24.4 4 

4.5 5 

9.3 3 

6.4 4 

13.6 6 

N N 

0.9 9 

.9 9 

3.8 8 

6.4 4 

5.2 2 

3.8 8 

1.3 3 

2.6 6 

7.2 2 

7.9 9 

Source:: authors' calculations using national labour force surveys. Note: ILO classifications of em-
ploymentt status are used in all of the above labour force surveys. Students, retired individuals, the 
self-employed,, and the disabled are excluded. E=empIoyed, U=unemployed, N—non-participant. 


